
 

 
Summer Reading Challenge 

Astronomy Activities

 

Three unique and exciting activities to run during the Summer Reading Challenge to get 

participants thinking about astronomy and celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first moon 

landing. 
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Space Station and Design Activities 
Aim 
Youngsters find out about some of the different vehicles used in space and get to design their own. 

Youngsters draw their own versions and/or build them using lego, plasticine, and/or cardboard 

Age range 
4-11 

Equipment 
 Paper/pens 

 Lego 

 Plasticine 

 Old cardboard eg. Cereal boxes, toilet roll tubes 

 Silver foil 

 Glue & tape 

 Image gallery (in printable resources) 

How to use these pages 
This section provides some info for people delivering the design activity…including a rough 

description of the three vehicles youngsters will be designing. For each one, I have included some 

questions that librarians could ask to give hints to the youngsters and stimulate discussion. 

Also included a gallery of photographs (in the printable resources section) to give some design 

inspiration 

Finally, some small info sheets that could be given to the youngsters to explain the activity. Not sure 

if these really needed but at the very least could further help librarians delivering the activity. I have 

included a “mission brief” on these from the “Edinburgh Space Agency”. These are also in the 

printable resources section. 

Instructions 
Each of the design activities should follow roughly the same structure. 

Introduce the vehicle being designed to the group, giving a basic description and maybe showing 

some of the photographs. Perhaps ask the youngsters for some ideas of what they think the vehicle 

needs. If they are struggling, use the hints provided to stimulate discussion. 

If using the info sheets, hand those out to the kids along with some of the pictures once they have 

an understanding of what they need to be doing. These should help them along the right track and 

ensure they are clear. 

How youngsters design their vehicles is very much up to you and them. If no materials are available, 

youngsters could just draw their designs, but it would be nice if they could build some models out of 

cardboard or even from Lego or Plasticine. The silver foil can be used to wrap parts of the vehicles to 

make them look more like something from space. If they build models, this activity could be used to 

decorate the Bee-Bots like a Mars rover or a small spaceship for the Mars Rover and Space Station 

Docking activities.  
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Design a Space Station 

Overview 

 Space stations are big spaceships that people can live in for a long time 

 Participants could draw one or make a model from Lego/plasticine? 

 Encourage participants to think about what it might be like to live in space 

Aims for participants 

 Design space station 

 Think about what astronauts need to stay alive in space 

 Think about what life is like in space – what astronauts do in space? 

What does a space station need? 
Perhaps encourage some discussion beforehand…could ask the youngsters to suggest what they 

think astronauts need in space. 

Hints 

Astronauts need somewhere to sleep, live, and eat – what kind of food will they be eating? What 

kind of food can you eat in zero gravity? Everyone’s favourite question-how do they go to the toilet? 

What might the space station do? Most are for scientific experiments, so need a room to do them. 

The science is helping humans to get ready to go to Mars 

Astronauts need protection from the sun and meteors that might hit the station. On earth, the 

atmosphere protects us by blocking dangerous light from the sun and burning up meteors. Why do 

the astronauts need protecting? (Space station outside atmosphere) 

Engines – the space station needs to be able to move around 

The space station is too big to go back to earth…The astronauts need some small spaceships to get 

them home again. 

How will the space station make power? Could use solar panels to get energy from the sun. 

 

See figures 1 and 2 in the gallery for some pictures 
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Design a Satellite 

Overview 

 Satellites are robots that fly around in space 

 Participants could draw one or make a model from Lego/plasticine? 

 Get participants to think about what is the satellite for? 

Aims for participants 

 Design satellite 

 Think about how the satellite is designed in order to do a specific task 

 Think about why sometimes, satellites can be better than human explorers 

What does the satellite need? 

Perhaps encourage discussion again … what jobs can a satellite do? 

Satellites could be high above earth; they are high up so what can they do? Could be a spy satellite 

taking photographs. Could be a weather satellite helping to make a weather forecast. 

Or could go to other planets, taking photographs and sending them back to earth. 

How will the satellite be protected from the sun and from meteorites? 

How will the satellite talk to the scientists on earth? Can send messages via radio using a large 

antenna dish. 

Satellite needs engines to move around 

Why might satellites sometimes be better than sending humans into space? Space can be dangerous 

to humans – sometimes better to send robots 

 

See figures 3 and 4 for some pictures 
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Design a Rover 

Overview 

 Rovers are little robots with wheels that drive round on the surface of distant planets and 

moons 

 Design a rover and maybe build one out of Lego 

 Where is your rover going to go? 

Aims for participants 

 Design rover 

 What can your rover do? 

 Where will your Rover go? 

What does the rover need? 

Perhaps encourage discussion again … what jobs can a rover do? 

Most rovers are robots with wheels that spend long periods exploring distant planets and moons. 

Rovers can drive around distant planets and take photos, measure temperature, find out what the 

surface is made of, and find out what is in the atmosphere. This helps scientists to find out if there 

could be life on the planet. 

What planets could rovers visit? Rovers can explore any planet or moon with a solid surface. Lots of 

rovers have been to Mars. Mercury, Venus all have solid ground so could go there. Also moons of all 

planets have solid ground so they could be explored by a rover. 

Wheels! Don’t forget wheels so the rover can move around. What is the terrain like? Terrain might 

be rough, so wheels need to be big and strong. 

Some rovers are like little cars that astronauts can drive around in to explore many places on the 

surface. These rovers need somewhere for the astronauts to sit 

 

See figures 5 and 6 for some pictures. 
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Space Station Docking 

 

The ATV-3 Module docking onto the International Space Station 

(http://www.esa.int/var/esa/storage/images/esa_multimedia/images/2007/03/artist_s_impression

_showing_atv_docking_with_iss/9763571-3-eng-

GB/Artist_s_impression_showing_ATV_docking_with_ISS_node_full_image_2.jpg) 

Aim 
Use the Bee-Bots and a model space station to attach a new part to the space station and learn 

about how space stations are assembled in space. 

Age range 

7-11 

Equipment 

 Bee-Bot & the Bee-Bot map 

 Model space station (from the design activity) 

 Something to represent space rocks…could be actual rocks or just scrunched up bits of grey 

paper 

 Black paper to go under the mat to make it look like space 

 Silver foil & cardboard to decorate the Bee-Bot 

 Glue & Tape 

http://www.esa.int/var/esa/storage/images/esa_multimedia/images/2007/03/artist_s_impression_showing_atv_docking_with_iss/9763571-3-eng-GB/Artist_s_impression_showing_ATV_docking_with_ISS_node_full_image_2.jpg
http://www.esa.int/var/esa/storage/images/esa_multimedia/images/2007/03/artist_s_impression_showing_atv_docking_with_iss/9763571-3-eng-GB/Artist_s_impression_showing_ATV_docking_with_ISS_node_full_image_2.jpg
http://www.esa.int/var/esa/storage/images/esa_multimedia/images/2007/03/artist_s_impression_showing_atv_docking_with_iss/9763571-3-eng-GB/Artist_s_impression_showing_ATV_docking_with_ISS_node_full_image_2.jpg
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Overview 
Space stations are too big to fly into space in one go. The rocket required to would be too expensive 

and too big to build. Instead, each part of the space station is flown to space individually and then 

the pieces are “docked” together one by one. 

Docking is very difficult and requires a lot of skill from the pilot. The pilot is on the station or a 

nearby spaceship and controls the part remotely. The space station part must be navigated to the 

space station and then dock precisely to the station. In this activity, the youngsters build a small 

space station part, for example by attaching a toilet roll tube wrapped in silver foil to the Bee-Bot 

and then navigate the part through some “asteroids” to the space station. 

Instructions 
Explain the task using information from the overview section. 

Lay out the Bee-Bot map on the black paper. Put the model space station on one side of the mat. 

Attach a target to the side of the space station so that the youngsters have something to aim for. 

Spread some “asteroids” out on the mat so there is a path for the youngsters to navigate. 

Have the youngsters build a small part to be attached to the station and attach it to the Bee-Bot. 

Ideally, the part should be positioned so it can “dock” onto the target. 

The youngsters can now program the Bee-Bot to navigate across the map, going through the 

asteroids to the target. 
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Mars Rover Activity 
In this series of mini activities, pupils will get to de sign their own Mars Rover and take 

it out for an adventure on the Martian Surface. Programmable Bee -bots will serve as 

the Martian Rovers, while pupils themselves will use crafting resources to create the 

Martian Surfaces, wrought with challenges for their  rover.  

Background 
There have been four successful Mars Rover missions, all operated by NASA’s JPL. Sojourner, 

Opportunity, Spirit, and Curiosity. There are a further 3 missions planned for 2020 by ExoMars, 

NASA, and CNSA. Curiosity remains the only active Rover on Mars, with Opportunity losing 

communication mid-2018. 

Curiosity and Opportunity had four similar objectives on Mars. To determine the potential for life on 

Mars, to analyse the Martian climate and geology, and to prepare for potential human missions. 

Both Rovers have faced a myriad of challenges and difficulties on the Martian terrain. Huge impact 

craters, steep cliffs, sharp cracks, and jagged boulders can all present a challenge to navigation. 

Global dust storms present challenges to communication and solar power.  

 

(Solar System Exploration, 2018) 

  

Simulation of what a rover sees inside a dust storm 

The Martian Rovers come equipped with top-of-the-line engineering and technologies to prepare 

them for Mars. Rovers have six independent wheels; the front and rear two sport steering motors. 

The suspension can to handle steep tilts and big bumps (like rocks or holes). Cleats carved into the 

wheels give the rover enough grip to drive through sand. Rovers have a top speed of 0.1 mph (5 

centimetres per second) and are programmed to stop every ten seconds and observe for twenty 

seconds. 

Unfortunately, Rovers have very little protection against dust storms. Much of the power for the 

Rovers comes from solar power. In a dust storm, Rovers have little more to do than shut down and 

wait for it to pass.  Dust can collect on the solar panels during the storm and, if wind doesn’t clear it, 

the Rover can be left unable to power on. This is what happened to The Opportunity Rover mid-

2018.   
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Activities 
Each activity should take approximately one hour to complete. Some activities can be extended to 

two one-hour sessions should the pupils need more time. The optional activities will extend the 

Mars Rover Adventure to six hours. Following only the non-optional activities will give a three-hour 

adventure. Each activity is also followed by a series of questions to ask the students in order to get 

them thinking. 

Research (Optional) 
Equipment:  

 Library access 

 Recommended books 

 Sources sheet (found at the back of the booklet) 

 Pen/pencil 

Time: 1 hour 

Description: 

In this activity, pupils are encouraged to use the whole range of resources available to them in the 

library to research both rovers and Mars. They should look for what challenges the Rovers face, and 

how they overcome them. A list of recommended books and websites is given at the end of this 

booklet as well as a printable copy of a blank sources sheet pupils can use to keep note. 

Questions: 

What is the rover made out of? How does it get electricity? How does it see? What is Mars made out 

of? How big are the rocks? How big are the storms? How long do they last? What other issues do the 

rovers on mars face? 
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Rover Design 

Equipment: 

 Bee-bots 

 Aluminium foil 

 Assorted crafts 

Time: 1-2 hours 

Provided with a Bee-bot, aluminium foil, and assorted craft materials, pupils are to decorate their 

bot to resemble a Martian Rover. If there are many pupils in this session, pupils should write their 

name on the foil of the bot. Pupils should be considering a design that includes features that 

represent the precautions a Rover would have to take on the Martian Surface. Pupils will need to 

leave the buttons on the back of the Bee-bot free for later programming. This activity should take 

one hour, though classes may wish for an extra hour to polish their designs. If this extra hour is 

needed, it is not encouraged to follow the full track. 

Questions: 

How does the design benefit the rover? What material are the rovers actually made of? How does 

the rover get power? How does the rover move? 

 

Making Mars 

Equipment: 

 Craft materials for challenges 

 (optional) Bee-bot mat 

Time: 1-2 hours 

For this stage, pupils will create their journey across Mars. However, you, or the pupils, see fit, 

create representations of the challenges faced by Rovers. Pupils must also create and decorate a 

Martian surface to place these challenges and the Bee-bot. The surface must be relatively smooth to 

allow the Bee-bot to drive across. Pupils should be encouraged to make their designs for the 

challenges and the Martian surface as unique as possible with the crafts available.  

For an example, an A3, or larger, sheet of red paper that pupils draw rocks and craters on is the 

surface of Mars. Pupils then draw and label challenges on white A4 paper and cut and stick these 

onto the A3 paper. 

Questions: 

What is Mars’ Surface made of? How sharp are the rocks on Mars? Where are they found? How 

often are the storms on Mars? How big are they?  
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Rover Mission 

Equipment: 

 Bee-bot Mars Rover 

 Mars Map 

Time: 1 hour 

In the previous activity, pupils designed a Mars full of challenges for their Rovers to overcome. In this 

activity, pupils will ‘land’ their rover and navigate it around Mars. Like real Mars Rovers, pupils will 

not be able to directly control the rover during the mission. Instead, they will pre-program a path 

navigating between each challenge. As with the real Rovers, the Bee-bot Rovers will stop at every 

challenge and assess the surface in front of them, before moving on to the next. Before setting off 

their Rover, pupils must decide the path they will follow - ensuring to visit each challenge once. A 

step-by-step is given below. 

1.  Decide and keep note of the path the Bee-bot Rover will follow, ensuring to visit every 

challenge 

2. ‘Land’ the Rover at the start of the path and program a route that will take it to the first 

challenge and stop 

3. At the first challenge, figure out what the Rover will use to overcome it 

4. Program a path to get to the next challenge 

5. Repeat to the end of the path 

Questions:  

How does the rover move? How does the rover get power? What makes the wheels special? How 

does the rover get over the challenges? 
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Making Your Own Planet (Optional) 

Equipment: 

 Funnel 

 Bottle 

 Rice 

 Balloons 

 Craft materials 

Time: 1 hour 

Following the IOP’s If You Could Design a Planet activity, pupils will create their own rocky planet. 

They will imagine what it is of and what being on the surface would be like. Pupils will then figure 

out what unique challenges a rover would face on their planet, based on how they designed it. (i.e. if 

the planet is covered in ice, the rover will need to be able to move without sliding). They will then 

repeat the Making Mars activity, creating representations of the challenges faced on their own 

planet. Again, it is up to you or the pupils how to design the challenges and the surface. 

Questions: 

What is the surface of the planet made of? What’s inside the planet? What weather is there on the 

planet? How close to its star is it? What does that mean (hot, cold)? How big is the planet? How is 

the gravity? (how high could you jump?) 

 

Rover Mission II (Optional) 

Equipment: 

 Bee-bot Mars Rover 

 Own planet map 

Time: 1 hour 

Using their new planet, pupils will repeat the Rover Mission activity.  Here, pupils could challenge 

their peers use their Rover to navigate each other’s planets. This will have pupils facing challenges 

they have not seen before and having to figure out what features a Rover would need to deal with 

them. 

Questions:  

What unique challenges will your rover face on the planet? How does your rover deal with each of 

them? Why is the rover on that planet? (what’s the mission?) 

  

http://www.iop.org/activity/outreach/resources/activity/creative/file_53876.pdf
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Bonus Activities 
For groups including older pupils, they may find some of the activities too easy or simplistic. The 

following bonus activities are adjacent to the Mars Rover activity, but not directly related and so 

don’t fit into any track. 

Scratch Jr (age 5+) 

Equipment: 

 My first computer coding book using SratchJr 

 Tablet computer with ScratchJr installed 

Time: up to 3 hours 

Following My first computer coding book using ScratchJr, pupils will learn an introduction to coding 

and computers. With the ScratchJr app, pupils follow step-by-step instructions to code stories and 

games. There are eight coding activities in the book, each getting progressively harder. This activity 

is for pupils who are not engaged by the Bee-bots and are looking for something more hands on. 

 

Coding with Python (age 8+) 

Equipment: 

 Coding for beginners using Python 

 Computer with access to Python* 

Coding for beginners using Pyhton gives pupils an easy to follow introduction to computer 

programming. Pupils will learn to create simple games, and drawings. Pupils can be take this activity 

home with them if they have access to a computer. The book takes pupils through the basics of 

Python, including coding challenges. The challenges test to see if the pupil has learned everything 

from the previous reading sections.  For older pupils, the Mars Rover Adventure may not interest 

them, and can instead be given this activity, which could occupy pupils for six hours. 

* https://realpython.com/installing-python/ is a handy guide on how to install python onto a 

computer and https://repl.it/languages/python3 is a safe website that allows for basic python 

coding without requiring to install anything.  

https://realpython.com/installing-python/
https://repl.it/languages/python3
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Recommended research 
It is encouraged that pupils do their own independent research whether at home or in the research 

activity. To guide the pupils if they get stuck, a recommended collection of websites and books is 

given below. 

Books 

Name Author ISBN 

Mars (Exploring Space) Derek Zobel 978-1600146794 

National Geographic 

Readers: Mars 

Elizabeth Carney  978-1426317477 

The Mighty Mars Rovers: 

The Incredible Adventures 

of Spirit and Opportunity 

(Scientists in the Field 

Series) 

Elizabeth Rusch 978-0547478814 

Mission to Mars – A Space 

Book for Children Easy 

Reader Picture Book 

Michael Ashley (ASIN) B00B7R3JQ2 

You Are the First Kid on 

Mars 

Patrick O’Brien 978-0399246340 

Curiosity: The Story of a 

Mars Rover (Walker 

Studio) 

Markus Motum 978-1406374681 

Exploring Space: From 

Galileo to Mars Rover and 

Beyond 

Martin Jenkins  978-1406360080 
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Websites 

Website 

Name 

Page Name URL 

Fun Kids 10 Fun Mars facts 

For kids 

https://www.funkidslive.com/learn/deep-space-

high/destination-mars/10-fun-facts-mars/# 

Ducksters Astronomy Planet 

Mars 

https://www.ducksters.com/science/mars.php 

National 

Geograph

ic Kids 

Facts About Mars https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/science/space/fa

cts-about-mars/  

NASA Mars for Kids https://mars.nasa.gov/participate/funzone/  

NASA 

Space 

Place 

All about Mars https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/all-about-mars/en/ 

IOP If you Could Design a 

Planet 

http://www.iop.org/activity/outreach/resources/activity/cr

eative/file_53876.pdf  

 

  

https://www.funkidslive.com/learn/deep-space-high/destination-mars/10-fun-facts-mars/
https://www.funkidslive.com/learn/deep-space-high/destination-mars/10-fun-facts-mars/
https://www.ducksters.com/science/mars.php
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/science/space/facts-about-mars/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/science/space/facts-about-mars/
https://mars.nasa.gov/participate/funzone/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/all-about-mars/en/
http://www.iop.org/activity/outreach/resources/activity/creative/file_53876.pdf
http://www.iop.org/activity/outreach/resources/activity/creative/file_53876.pdf
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Constellation Activity 
Info 
Ages: 4-11 

Introduction 
Constellations are groups of stars that appear to form recognisable patterns in the sky. 

People have always spotted familiar patterns in the sky. Lots of constellations are quite old, hence 

tend to be things like animals eg. Leo, Ursa Major (bear), Scorpio or represent characters from myths 

etc. eg Orion, Hercules (Heracles). 

These sheets contain information to support the delivery of several constellation related outreach 

activities: Constellation join the dots; Design your own constellation (and a light up version); and 

Constellations and Greek myths. 

I have included join the dots activities for 5 major constellations and added an example of what the 

finished activity might look like. (But if the youngsters have colouring equipment available, they 

could colour them in!) 

There is a blank star field for the constellation creation activity and instructions for the light up 

constellation creation 

These activities could be linked to the Greek myths that inspired the constellations. I have included 

some information about some of the heroes represented in constellations. The youngsters could 

then come up with their own stories about the constellations they draw. 

Most of the images have had colours inverted to make them easier to write on and cheaper to print! 

Activities 
 Constellation join the dots, then decorate designs 

 Design your own constellation 

 Greek myths and the constellations 
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Constellation dot-to-dot 
A classic dot-to-dot activity themed around constellations. 

Ages: 4-11 

Equipment: Dot to dot sheets (provided), colouring pens and pencils. 

Aims: Youngsters to learn about some famous constellations in the sky and create some 

constellation art. 

Instructions 
Hand out printed copies of the images on the proceeding pages to the youngsters. 

Youngsters to create constellations by joining the dots, starting at number one and counting up. 

Once they’ve drawn the shape, they can decorate it to make it look more like what it’s meant to 

represent. See the completed example. 

Extra info to support delivery of the activity 
Constellations often don’t look very much like the characters they represent. This activity aims to 

help youngsters recognise some famous constellations in the sky and create some constellation art 

to show what the constellations represent 

I have included a few pieces of information on the dot to dots to help the youngsters to create their 

constellation art. 

There are also examples of constellation art in my completed Leo do-to-dot and in the Greek myths 

section. 

Ideas for discussion with youngsters 
Since each constellation is unique, explorers used to be able to work out where in the world they 

were by what constellations they could see. Try and see if you can spot any of the constellations 

from today when you look up at the night sky. Hint: Orion, Plough are by far the best for this! 

Why do you think that many of the constellations make shapes like animals? Why are there no 

modern shapes like cars? Because most of the constellations we recognise were recorded by ancient 

Greeks, so the patterns they spotted in the sky represent characters from their myths and legends. 

(See the Greek myths activity.) 
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Design your own constellation 
Get the creative juices flowing and design your own constellations 

Ages: 4-11 

Equipment: Blank star-field (included), colouring pens and pencils, black paper/card, lamp, thin 

white paper, some way of putting holes in the black sheet 

Aim (1): Use the star field to design your own constellation and create some constellation art to 

make it look more like the object it is meant to. 

Aim (2): Come up with a story explaining why your constellation is in the sky. (See info below for 

some support delivering this part of the activity) 

Aim (3): Make some constellations that can light up using the black card and the lamp 

Instructions  
Give each participant a blank star-field (included) and get them to join some of the stars on it to 

form a new constellation. They could make any shape they like…for example something personal like 

their pet or something that interests them like a train. 

Get them to decorate their constellation to show more clearly what it represents (like the example 

of Leo), creating some constellation art. More examples on the next few pages. 

Explain that many constellations are characters from Greek mythology with stories explaining why 

they appear in the sky, giving some examples (included below) and then get the youngsters to come 

up with their own stories about the constellations they have drawn. They could write these on the 

back of their star-field. Note: this part of the activity will probably appeal more to the older kids but 

it will be interesting to see what they come up with. 

Bonus: Light up constellations 

Make a constellation light up using black card and a lamp. 

Punch holes in black card forming the shape of the constellation from “stars”. 

Attach some thin white paper to the back of the sheet. (This should help with getting the light to 

appear to shine through all the holes. If the lamp is big enough the white paper won’t be needed.) 

Put the sheet in front of a lamp with the black side looking outward 

Turn on the lamp and see the stars light up! 

Ideas for discussion with youngsters 
As with the previous activity, good to think about why there are no “modern” constellations like cars 

or trains. Because the constellations were spotted mostly by ancient Greeks. 

What makes a good constellation? The shape should be quite a simple representation of what you 

want it to look like, think “stick-people” and “stick-animals” so that it’s easy to spot amongst the 

other stars. You can show more clearly what it is by drawing round your shape to create some 

constellation art. 
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Extra Notes 
The completed constellations from these activities could simply be taken home by the 

youngsters…or all the sheets could be collected and put on the wall to create a map of a fictional 

night sky decorated with constellation art like Ptolemy’s constellation map (below). 

 

Ptolemy's Constellations (https://www.bco.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/1200px-

Planisph%C3%A6ri_c%C5%93leste.jpg) 

https://www.bco.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/1200px-Planisph%C3%A6ri_c%C5%93leste.jpg
https://www.bco.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/1200px-Planisph%C3%A6ri_c%C5%93leste.jpg
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Constellations and Greek myths – some supporting info 
In order to support these activities, I have made an information sheet with examples of stories about 

some of the constellations. Most of the constellations relate to characters from Greek myths and so 

there are many stories written about them. These examples could be given to youngsters to help 

them come up with designs for the dot-to-dot activity and give them some idea about the links 

between constellations and storytelling in ancient Greece. There is a copy of the sheet in the 

printable resources section. 

Note: some of these stories have a fair bit of killing in….But they are great stories and link well to 

both the other activities. 
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Orion 

(http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/

orion.png?w=250&h=142) 

Orion was the son of the god Poseidon, and the greatest 

hunter in the world. He fell in love with a group of seven 

sisters. They are represented by the group of stars called the 

Pleiades. As the earth rotates, Orion appears to chase them 

across the sky. (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/orion-constellation/) 

Draco 

(https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada

061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg) 

Leo 

(https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-

4f0e-4896-8d50-

333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg) 

Hercules 

(https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT1471

4.jpg) 

Hercules represents Heracles, the greatest of all the Greek heroes. He 

was a semi-god, because his father was Zeus, king of the gods, and his 

mother was Alcmene, a human. He is best known for the myth “The 

Twelve Labours of Hercules”. As part of the labours, Heracles had to 

defeat several mythical creatures, including a powerful lion, 

represented by the constellation Leo; a snake and a crab, represented 

by Hydra and Cancer; and the dragon Draco. When he died, Heracles 

entered Olympus, mountain of the gods, and Zeus placed him in the 

sky for all eternity. (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/) 

 

http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/orion.png?w=250&h=142
http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/orion.png?w=250&h=142
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT14714.jpg
https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT14714.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/
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Cassiopoeia 

(https://i.ytimg.com/vi/PaK3ESnM_wU/maxresdefault.jpg) 

In the Greek myths, Cassiopoeia was a queen who said that she 

was more beautiful than the daughters of Poseidon, the sea 

god. He sent a whale Cetus (also a constellation) to destroy her 

kingdom. Cassiopoeia was told that she could save her 

kingdom by sacrificing her daughter, which she did. The 

monster was killed but this only upset Poseidon further, 

condemning Cassiopoeia to circle the pole forever, spending 

half the year upside down! (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/) 

Cygnus (http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-

Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg) 

The swan Cygnus is associated with many myths. In one, the 

hero Cycnus and his friend Phaeton (son of the sun god Helios) 

were racing each other across the sky when they flew too close 

to the sun and fell. Cycnus survived but Phaeton fell to the 

bottom of a rive. Cycnus tried to retrieve his friend but he 

couldn’t, so he asked Zeus to turn him into a swan in order to 

dive down and retrieve his friend to give him a proper burial. 

Zeus agreed but on the condition that Cycnus would only live 

as long as a swan does. Impressed by Cycnus’s selflessness, 

Zeus put Cycnus in the sky as the swan Cygnus. 

(https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-

list/cygnus-constellation/) 

 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/PaK3ESnM_wU/maxresdefault.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/
http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg
http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cygnus-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cygnus-constellation/
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Printable Resources 
Gallery of images for design activity 

 

Figure 2: The international space station orbiting earth. The astronauts live and work in the 

long tubes and the big solar panels produce power 

https://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/shuttle/sts-132/hires/s132e012208.jpg 

Figure 1: The MIR station which operated from 1986 to 2001. The space shuttle 

attached to the station carried astronauts to and from the space station 

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/61526main_image_feat

ure_189_jwfull.jpg  

https://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/shuttle/sts-132/hires/s132e012208.jpg
http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/61526main_image_feature_189_jwfull.jpg
http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/61526main_image_feature_189_jwfull.jpg
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Figure 3: The Voyager satellite which explored Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The big dish 

allowed it to send photographs and science back to earth. 

https://3c1703fe8d.site.internapcdn.net/newman/csz/news/800/2017/fromtheedgeo.jpg  

 

Figure 4: A weather satellite. The shiny covering protects it from the sun 

http://spaceflight101.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/NOAA-M.jpg  

https://3c1703fe8d.site.internapcdn.net/newman/csz/news/800/2017/fromtheedgeo.jpg
http://spaceflight101.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/NOAA-M.jpg
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Figure 5: The Curiosity rover on Mars. The extendable arm allows it to pick up dust from the surface 

to see what it is made of...and if it could have life in it. https://edge.slashgear.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/05/mars-2020-rover-1280x720.jpg 

 

Figure 6: An astronaut exploring the moon in a rover 

 

  

https://edge.slashgear.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/mars-2020-rover-1280x720.jpg
https://edge.slashgear.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/mars-2020-rover-1280x720.jpg
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Info sheets for the design activity 
These are summaries of the info provided to librarians, in shortened form and without the aims, 

equipment etc. They could be handed out to participants to help them or could just provide further 

assistance for librarians. 
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Design a space station 
Space stations are big spaceships that people live in for long periods. Right 

now, there are six people living on the International Space Station. Imagine 

that – waking up every morning…in space! Eating all your meals…in space! 

Going to work…in space! Even going to the toilet…in space! The astronauts in 

the space station do scientific experiments. Some of these are helping to get 

humans ready to go to Mars. 

Instructions 

The Edinburgh Space Agency would like to build its first space station and they 

would like you to design it! They have given some instructions and want you to 

come up with a creative design that meets the instructions using the materials 

provided. 

What does the space station need? 

Living area where astronauts eat, sleep, and relax 

Science area where astronauts can do their experiments 

Some small spaceships to take the astronauts home 

Engines to move the space station around 

A way of protecting the space station from the sun and from meteorites 

A way of powering the space station. Hint: Could you use energy from the sun? 
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Design a satellite 
Satellites are robots that fly around in space. Some of them study the earth. 

They could be used for spying or predicting the weather. Some satellites fly to 

distant planets, sending back photographs. Why might it be better to send 

robots into space than humans? 

Instructions 

The Edinburgh Space Agency would like to launch a satellite. They want you to 

design a satellite and explain what it will do 

What does the satellite need? 

A way to send messages back to earth, maybe an antenna? 

A camera to take photographs 

Engines to move the satellite around 

A way of protecting the satellite from meteors and the sun 
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Design a Mars rover 
Rovers are robots with wheels. They can explore the surface of distant planets 

and moons. Rovers can take photographs and find out what the ground and air 

are made of. Rovers can explore Mars as it has a solid surface. 

Instructions 

Edinburgh Space Agency would like you to design a rover to go to Mars. The 

Rover needs to be able find out if there is alien life on Mars 

What does the Rover need to do? 

Wheels! Make sure your rover has big wheels so it can explore rough ground 

Take photos of the surface and of any aliens it finds 

Pick up dust from the ground to see what it is made of and see if it there is any 

water. If there is water, then there could be alien life. 

A way of sending pictures back to earth, maybe using antenna dish. 
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Sources Sheet for the Mars Rover activity 
For the Mars Rover Adventure ‘research’  activity. Print copies of this for pupils to 

note down what information they gathered and where they got it from.  

Source Name What you learned 

Books  

  
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Websites  
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Constellation dot-to-dot activities 
Hand these out to youngsters for them to complete and decorate. The final one is my completed 

example. 
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The plough. This is part of Ursa Major, The Great Bear 

https://www.greeka.com/photos/greece-myths/callisto/hero/callisto-1280.jpg 

https://www.greeka.com/photos/greece-myths/callisto/hero/callisto-1280.jpg
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Leo, the lion. The Greek hero Heracles fought a lion as one of his twelve tasks 

https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-5/leo-

constellation-eckhard-slawikscience-photo-library.jpg  

https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-5/leo-constellation-eckhard-slawikscience-photo-library.jpg
https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-5/leo-constellation-eckhard-slawikscience-photo-library.jpg
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Orion, the hunter. He is normally represented wearing a lion’s pelt and carrying a club. 

https://img.artrabbit.com/events/constellations-

orion/images/iUWkX3PNNS4r/488x600/Orion-lines-488x600.jpg  

https://img.artrabbit.com/events/constellations-orion/images/iUWkX3PNNS4r/488x600/Orion-lines-488x600.jpg
https://img.artrabbit.com/events/constellations-orion/images/iUWkX3PNNS4r/488x600/Orion-lines-488x600.jpg
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Cygnus, the swan 

https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-

5/constellation-of-cygnus-tony--daphne-hallasscience-photo-library.jpg  

https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-5/constellation-of-cygnus-tony--daphne-hallasscience-photo-library.jpg
https://render.fineartamerica.com/images/rendered/medium/print/images-medium-5/constellation-of-cygnus-tony--daphne-hallasscience-photo-library.jpg
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Cassiopeia. An ancient Greek Queen. She is normally pictured on a throne. 

http://cdn.spacetelescope.org/archives/images/screen/opo0613c.jpg  

http://cdn.spacetelescope.org/archives/images/screen/opo0613c.jpg
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Leo, artistic masterpiece! Should be coloured in. 
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Blank star-field for the design your own constellation 
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Starfield http://thumbs.modthesims2.com/img/3/9/9/6/2/2/3/MTS_mahamudo-1351382-

S201.jpg  

http://thumbs.modthesims2.com/img/3/9/9/6/2/2/3/MTS_mahamudo-1351382-S201.jpg
http://thumbs.modthesims2.com/img/3/9/9/6/2/2/3/MTS_mahamudo-1351382-S201.jpg
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Greek Myths and Constellations information sheets 
Many Constellations are named after characters from Greek mythology. Here are some of their 

stories. This should help you come up with stories about your own constellations 

 

 

 

 

Orion 

(http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/

orion.png?w=250&h=142) 

Orion was the son of the god Poseidon, and the greatest 

hunter in the world. He fell in love with a group of seven 

sisters. They are represented by the group of stars called the 

Pleiades. As the earth rotates, Orion appears to chase them 

across the sky. (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/orion-constellation/) 

Draco 

(https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada

061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg) 

Leo 

(https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-

4f0e-4896-8d50-

333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg) 

Hercules 

(https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT1471

4.jpg) 

Hercules represents Heracles, the greatest of all the Greek heroes. He 

was a semi-god, because his father was Zeus, king of the gods, and his 

mother was Alcmene, a human. He is best known for the myth “The 

Twelve Labours of Hercules”. As part of the labours, Heracles had to 

defeat several mythical creatures, including a powerful lion, 

represented by the constellation Leo; a snake and a crab, represented 

by Hydra and Cancer; and the dragon Draco. When he died, Heracles 

entered Olympus, mountain of the gods, and Zeus placed him in the 

sky for all eternity. (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/) 

 

http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/orion.png?w=250&h=142
http://thestarsandplanets.com/space/constellations/images/orion.png?w=250&h=142
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/ad/a0/61/ada061aabba3aaa21ab33cfbe0578936.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/0124e925-4f0e-4896-8d50-333e01977023/fbb9256e349f541ef334330e4face3cd.jpg
https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT14714.jpg
https://www.urbanthreads.com/productImages/regularSize/UT14714.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/
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Cassiopeia 

(https://i.ytimg.com/vi/PaK3ESnM_wU/maxresdefault.jpg) 

In the Greek myths, Cassiopeia was a queen who said that she 

was more beautiful than the daughters of Poseidon, the sea 

god. He sent a whale Cetus (also a constellation) to destroy her 

kingdom. Cassiopeia was told that she could save her kingdom 

by sacrificing her daughter, which she did. The monster was 

killed but this only upset Poseidon further, condemning 

Cassiopeia to circle the pole forever, spending half the year 

upside down! (https://www.constellation-

guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/) 

Cygnus (http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-

Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg) 

The swan Cygnus is associated with many myths. In one, the 

hero Cycnus and his friend Phaeton (son of the sun god Helios) 

were racing each other across the sky when they flew too close 

to the sun and fell. Cycnus survived but Phaeton fell to the 

bottom of a rive. Cycnus tried to retrieve his friend but he 

couldn’t, so he asked Zeus to turn him into a swan in order to 

dive down and retrieve his friend to give him a proper burial. 

Zeus agreed but on the condition that Cycnus would only live 

as long as a swan does. Impressed by Cycnus’s selflessness, 

Zeus put Cycnus in the sky as the swan Cygnus. 

(https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-

list/cygnus-constellation/) 

 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/PaK3ESnM_wU/maxresdefault.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cassiopeia-constellation/
http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg
http://en.es-static.us/upl/2014/06/Cygnus-Northern-Cross-Summer-Triangle.jpg
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cygnus-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cygnus-constellation/

